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1st Witness Statement of HN330

Date signed: 6 November 2018

IN THE MATTER OF THE PUBLIC INQUIRY INTO UNDERCOVER POLICING

c/o Designated Lawyers, PO Box 73779, London, WC1A 9NL,

WILL SAY AS FOLLOWS:

1. This witness statement is made in response to a Rule 9 request dated 26

September 2018. It provides my full recollection of my deployment as an

undercover police officer within the Special Demonstration Squad (SDS) of the

Metropolitan Police Service (MPS).

2. I am known in this Public Inquiry by the nominal HN330. There is a Restriction

Order in force in respect of my real name dated 8 December 2017. When I was

an undercover police officer, my rank was Detective Sergeant, when I left the

MPS my rank was a uniformed Sergeant.

Personal details

3 My full name is HN330 and my date of birth is I-Date of Birth

Police career before and after serving with the Special Demonstration Squad

4. 1 joined the Metropolitan Police Service on .71-7177-57-Mand Special

Branch on .77:77:1777. at that time I was a Detective Constable and
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joined 'C-squad'. I can't recall which parts of Special Branch I worked on, except
IHN330116Ai

that I started on C-squad, but I was on all afiaert- of the squads on and off,

barring Administration and the Cypriot Squad.

5. There was no real difference in methods between the work I did on Special

Branch generally and the SDS specifically. Regarding the work on Special

Branch, as opposed to specifically on the SDS. I would regularly pretend to be

someone else using a false name and false occupation. I would just make these

up out of my head, there would be hundreds that I used For example, I might

have pretended to be the executor of a will as I often found people were faster

to volunteer information if they thought money was involved, or I might have

gone to speak to a neighbour of someone the Special Branch was interested in

and pretend to be investigating a non-existent crime Aside from that sort of

communication, there was no substantial interaction between me, as a Special

Branch officer, and members of the public when doing such work.

6. The major difference between this work and that on the SDS at that time was

that with the latter you stuck with one false name, whereas on normal Special

Branch duties you would change it daily. There was no formal teaching or

instruction in using false identities on Special Branch (as opposed to in the SDS

which I address below); on your first few enquiries you would just go out with a

more experienced colleague and watch what they did. Once you'd seen that,

you were largely left to your own devices, so long as you got the information

that was needed, you were left on your own.

7. I have been referred to a document with relativity reference MPS-0731919, I

signed the report so I would have been the author, but I wasn't the 'reliable

source' referred to therein. I suspect that the information within the report was
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taken from some form of leaflet picked up. I was probably part of 'C-Squad' in

Special Branch at that time as I note there is a reference on the document which

suggests this ("0/3543"). We would've used the same type of report templates

to record and submit intelligence on Special Branch as we would on the SOS,

the only difference being that they would've been submitted to Conrad Dixon

whilst on the SOS.

8. I have been referred to two documents with relativity references MPS-0731916

and MPS-0731918. I think I must have been sent to the demonstration referred

to therein, I don't recall what happened or if it was violent and I don't know why

the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign would have been involved in a protest about

a private garden. I would have been told to attend it with a view to gathering

information about the individuals at the demonstration and if they posed any

risks. I would have attended in plain clothes, but I wouldn't have altered my

appearance, we all wore plain clothes in Special Branch. I would have attended

undercover in a sense, but as I explain above it was a normal Special Branch

activity. I doubt it would have been necessary to interact with anyone on the

march and provide a false name. I would have sent a report as it was part of

the information gathering role that I did on Special Branch, those reports would

then all be sent to the Chief Superintendent of Special Branch, there was

nothing special, to my recollection, about this demonstration. I would always

write such a report after attending a meeting or demonstration. My attendance

at this demonstration was a part of my duties on Special Branch generally and

not whilst I was on the SDS.

Speciai Demonstration Squad — Formation
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9. The SDS was set up as a result of the total public order breakdown that

occurred at a demonstration at Grosvenor Square in March 1968. The SDS was

set up, as I understand it, by Conrad Dixon, but who told him to do it I don't

know for sure, it was over my head. It must have gone up to the Home Secretary

since this was an unprecedented squad and would've required funding and

authorisation. As I explained above, the major difference between this work and

what the rest of Special Branch was doing was the specific focus; the SDS was

focused on the October 1968 demonstration, the rest of Special Branch

continued to do what it always did which may have included reporting on some

of the same groups more generally.

Selection for the Special Demonstration Squad

10,1 knew Conrad Dixon socially; one day whilst I was walking down the corridor

at New Scotland Yard ('the Yard'), Conrad saw me and asked if I'd like to join

his squad. My attitude was that I would try anything once, so I joined, I think it

must have been in early Autumn, probably September 1968. No one really told

me what the job would involve or what impact it might have on me or my family.

There was no need really; we let our hair grow, some grew beards, the job

evolved as we were doing it, it was all quite informal and, as I say above, it

wasn't very different from what we did on Special Branch ordinarily,

1 1. I was married at the time, but no senior managers went and spoke to my spouse

before I joined the SDS

Training and guidance in the Special Demonstration Squad
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12 We didn't have any training for the role on the SDS aside from the experience

we brought from being on Special Branch, which I've described above. We were

not given any advice, training or instructions on: how far it was acceptable to

become involved in the private lives of those we met whilst undercover; sexual

relationships; participation in criminal activities; encouraging others to

participate in criminal activities; what to do when arrested; being brought before

a court; obtaining privileged legal advice; or ethical limitations There was no

training on race equality prior to joining the SOS or whilst I was on the squad.

Undercover identity

13. My assumed name was Don De Freitas. I think I came up with it al, HN330 describes how he

: came up with the name. I. We received no guidance or instruction as to the creation of

a false identity; my cover name wasn't based on a deceased child's identity,

nor was it based on any other person's real identity. My cover employment was

a driver employed by Shell and that I was supposedly engaged in driving one

of Shell's boss' wives from her home regularly to Romford Market. That cover

was used to explain why I would be in that area as I often parked my actual

private car in the area and I remember Conrad warning me that the members

of the group I was infiltrating may check me out. I believe Conrad gave me the

HN330 speculates as to why Conrad
: 9 Havering group as !Dixon may have ascribed the group to but aside from the discussion I

him

just described, there was no further discussion of the undercover persona I

adopted. I was not given any documentation to support my role.

14. 1 have been referred to a document MPS-0724119 pg. 3-9, the description

therein bears no similarity to the way in which I came up with my assumed

identity, I assume that instruction applied to the squad after I left it, i.e. after the
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October 1968 demonstration. I never had to supply an autobiography, nor

obtain identity documents or other papers to support it, I would always have

carried my warrant card when on the SDS which would have obviously borne

my real name.

Cover employment

15,As I mentioned, my cover employment was with Shell. I went and had a chat

with someone in the Shell Centre. As I recall he wasn't too keen to help and

just appeared a bit bamboozled. I had wanted him to be able to field calls from

anyone checking on me, As I recall, I was the one who decided to make the

approach to Shell and I chose it simply because it was a large organisation,

located near to our office. I reasoned that I could probably convince someone

who had tried to check up on me by calling Shell, that due to the size of the

organisation they had simply called the wrong department or spoken to the

wrong person. As far as I can remember, I was the only undercover officer

involved with Shell. I didn't do any work for them whilst I was undercover and

wasn't paid anything by them.

Cover accommodation

16.1 didn't have any cover accommodation and didn't live anywhere other than my

own personal accommodation the details of which I never gave to any of the

people in the group I infiltrated, there would have been no reason to.

Legend building
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17.1n terms of changing my appearance, as I mentioned, in Special Branch we

always wore plain clothes. For my work on the SDS I stopped wearing a tie. I

•
gives example ofdidn't I previous appearance kally alter my appearance, what I wore was, I suppose,

more like what I would've worn on my day off. I didn't visit anywhere or anyone

to prepare for taking on my assumed identity and I didn't live in that identity for

a period before approaching my target organisation.

18. used to get me from A to B when I was on the SDS,

Deployment

19. The group I infiltrated was the Havering Vietnam Solidarity Campaign (VSC),

wouldn't have been regarded as a member as such, but I would have attended

some of their private meetings. I don't know if there was any official membership

of the group, there were simply people who supported their stance of opposition

to the British Government's support for the US in the Vietnam war. I was

involved in the group from September 1968 till October 1968 joined by

attending their public meetings and demonstrations, at those events I would

ingratiate myself with some of those present or those giving talks by saying how

much I agreed with what they were doing and from there I must have been

invited to the group's private meetings.

20. Having looked at the documents that have been provided by the Inquiry on my

reporting some of it is from before or after I was actually on the SDS. In fact of

the 20 documents provided to me, 10 refer to work I did outside the period of

my deployment on the SOS. For the avoidance of doubt the following

documents in my package refer to ordinary Special Branch Duties I performed
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either before or after my deployment to which they are unconnected: Mips-

0731919; MPS-0731916; MPS-0731917; MPS-0731918; MPS-0731913; MPS-

0731914; MPS-0724119 pg.3-9, MPS-0731905; MPS-0731915 and [Document

tab Ref: 191. I don't know if there are documents missing.

21,1didn't identify the Havering VSC myself for infiltration, didn't know much about

them, and whilst we were left to our own devices when deployed I didn't suggest

any tasking myself, you were told where to go. I think the interest in them was

probably flagged by Special Branch or Conrad Dixon. I suspect there was

probably an advertised public meeting of the group which had been noted by

Conrad or Special Branch and I was asked by Conrad to go and join the group.

I wasn't told how long I would be on the squad. My remit was to find out as

much as possible about the plans of the Havering VSC for the demonstration

on 27 October 1968, in particular what they hoped to do at the demonstration

and identify the people involved in the group. That demonstration in October

was the reason I was tasked to infiltrate that group. I wasn't given instructions

about how to carry out the task and my tasking didn't alter or expand through

the course of my deployment, the deployment wasn't really long enough to go

beyond this specific task.

22.As part of my work on the SOS I would have reviewed the Special Branch files

or criminal record files of attendees of the Havering VSC meetings, if they had

such files. There were no other sources of information that I would have

accessed.

23. When I was in the SDS I was operating out of the Yard, 1 think there was also

a couple of flats, one in the Bayswater area, I don't recall where the other was.

I only ever worked from the Yard.
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24, VVhilst in the SDS, if 1 was on duty I would either have been at the Yard or in

my assumed identity. I would estimate that I spent most of my time on duty in

the office, at the Yard. Whilst at the Yard I may have been typing up reports,

but there was lots of downtime also. The rest of the time was with the Havering

VSC at perhaps a weekly meeting, or demonstration but I don't really recall.

The work with the Havering VSC generally occurred in the evenings or for the

d uration of an event during the day (I.e. for a couple of hours) after which the

group and I might go to the pub,

25. The difference between working on the SDS and on Special Branch was that

you were taken off the normal Special Branch rostering, This meant you were

left to work in the Yard when you weren't going to meetings or demonstrations

with the Havering VSC; to be honest this was a little like being on holiday as

during the day you would have little to do.

26.Working on the SDS didn't affect my take home pay, I wasn't able to claim

overtime and there weren't any other factors affecting my take home pay.

27. I have been referred to a document number: MPS-0733932 i for which I was the

author. I must have attended that meeting and I think it must have been the

meeting in which the Havering VSC was formed. Again I don't know for sure,

but it may well have been that Special Branch became aware of the meeting

through the public distribution of a leaflet. I think 'International Socialism' was

an umbrella group out of which was formed the Havering VSC, in reality I think

the membership of the Havering VSC would have been the same as for

International Socialism but I don't recall exactly.

28.1 have been referred to a document number MPS-0731906 which I wrote.

13 attended the meeting with VVDC:HN3341 as i recall, I think this was Conrad
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Dixon's idea: he thought that a couple appearing to attend a meeting together

14i would be ess suspicious. As I recall VVDCIHN334iregularly attended meetings

with me, but didn't have a role at those meetings, she simply acted to boost my

cover, I suppose.

29. MI5 would have been particularly interested in

possessing a particular role in a local :
L._

Privacy

abour Party; it was part of their remit, as

i understood it, to consider whether there was any infiltration of legitimate left

wing political organisations by extremists, hence why it would have been noted.

30.1 don't know why the Havering VSC wouldn't have wanted to notify the press

about its formation, possibly because they wouldn't have wanted the press to

link the Havering VSC with a Trotskyist organisation such as 'International

Socialism'.

31. 1 have been referred to a document with a reference number of MPS-0731909,

I don't know specifically what I would have been expected to do on that

particular occasion. Generally, for such a tasking I may have checked any

Criminal Record files or conducted other file searches in the office. 1 may have

gone to the reporting officer and asked him what he knew. also may have

undertaken some local enquiries, such as knocking on doors. This was like

ordinary Special Branch work. I would then have submitted a report.

32.1 have now been referred to a document with a reference number MPS-

0731911, which I wrote; it was a private meeting as it is recorded as such on

the report, but I can't specifically remember the meeting. Again the fact that Privacy !

! Privacy was resigning from the local Labour party would have been of

interest to MI5, as I explained above.
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33. 1 am now referred to a document with the reference number , I

think the reference to most of us being unwilling to support acts of passive civil

disobedience or terrorism" did reflect the stance of the Havering VSC, they were

peaceful. On the day of the demonstration itself they didn't even attend

Grosvenor Square and disbanded before that point in the demonstration.

34.1did attend the demonstration on 27 October 1968, I recall there were marches,

they probably started in Trafalgar Square. Havering VSC met there and we had

banners and posters, as we marched we shouted 'Ho Ho Ho Chi Minh'. Then

we arrived at Hyde Park where the group disbanded.

35. I am now referred to a document with a reference number of MPS -i 0731912

don't recall attending any other meetings of the Havering VSC after the meeting

recorded in that document.

36.1 am now referred to a document with a reference number of MPS-0731905

the document does have my signature on it. However, at that time I was no

longer serving on the SDS; that document refers to work undertaken when

had returned from the SDS to another part of Special Branch. I suspect that I

took a message whilst on night duty from an officer who reported the

information in that report. This would have been part of the ordinary duties of a

Special Branch officer who was working in the Reserve Room. An officer would

call up an officer in the Reserve Room with information, that officer in the

Reserve Room would type out a telegram and send it to the appropriate part of

Special Branch. In this case it appears I took a message from an officer and

forwarded it, possibly to the Superintendent of B Squad in Special Branch. I

wouldn't have obtained the information therein myself, it was relayed to me by

the officer who called me and so I wouldn't have used any undercover methods.
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37.1 never joined any trade unions or became involved in any trade union affairs

whilst working undercover on the SDS.

38.1 didn't witness any public disorder, or violence, nor was I involved in any

violence or public disorder whilst I was serving on the SDS.

39 I do think the MPS had a role in countering subversion, indeed I think the reason

for Special Branch's existence was to some degree to counter subversive

activity. To my understanding every country in the world has a police force

similar to Special Branch with an interest in monitoring the extreme left and

right. 1 don't think what I witnessed in the Havering VSC amounted to

subversive activity. Everything we did was generally reported to the Security

Service, it was just how it was; Special Branch officers were the gatherers of

information and would pass on our information to MI5.

40.1 didn't have any direct contact with the Security Services whilst on the SDS.

41.1 did not have any sexual relationships whilst in my assumed identity on the

SDS nor did 1 form any close personal relationships with anyone whilst I was

deployed and I did not assume any positions of trust.

42. 1 did some fly posting whilst I was deployed. I can't remember where. The

Havering VSC had wanted people to put up posters advertising the October

demonstration and I did some. I may have verbally discussed this with Conrad

but 1 can't recall, I may have simply thought the activity was so minor that it

didn't bear reporting. I was never arrested, charged, tried or convicted of a

criminal offence whilst serving on the SOS. I never appeared as a witness in

criminal proceedings in my assumed identity, nor was my identity ever

disclosed in such an event. 1 never provoked or encouraged or caused any
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other person to participate in criminal activity. I don't know if the product of my

reporting was ever used to support a criminal investigation or prosecution,

43.1 wasn't involved in any other way with any other legal proceedings in my

undercover identity, nor was 1 involved in any complaint against the police or

disciplinary proceedings.

44. 1 didn't receive or become aware of any legally privileged information whilst i

was deployed.

45. To my recollection none of the people I reported on were elected politicians.

46.1 know the information I obtained whilst deployed on the SDS would have been

copied to MI5 and, if applicable, to uniformed officers also and in any event

information would have been added to Special Branch records. I don't however

have the slightest idea what contribution my specific reporting made to policing,

butldo think our squad at the time was very successful and its evident success

was why the SDS continued as a squad after the October 1968 demonstration.

47, My deployment ended shortly after the October 1968 demonstration and I

believe CM replaced me. Having looked at the documents the Inquiry

16 have shared with me and in particular MEM 's recorded start date, I

estimate I would have left the SDS sometime between 27 October 1968 and 4

November 1968. After the October 1968 demonstration half of the squad left

and new people started, I was one of those who left.

48.1 ended my deployment by simply not going to any more meetings of the

Havering VSC. There was no discussion about how my deployment should end.

There were no consequences for me when I stopped attending meetings; to the

group I suppose I would have just disappeared. The decision that my

deployment would end was taken by Conrad Dixon, but I don't know why mine
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came to an end and others' didn't. I suppose Havering VSC wasn't worth

bothering with anymore. I didn't maintain any contact with anyone in the

Havering VSC after I left it and I didn't reuse my assumed identity,

49. Conrad Dixon managed the squad very informally, but I can't really speak to

how he did it as I was only there for 6 or 7 weeks, He wanted to gain as much

information as possible so as to prevent a repeat of what happened in the March

1968 demonstration. There wasn't really a chain of command whilst I was in the

SOS, there was one boss, Conrad; I didn't report to anyone else. With reference

[171 to the document MPS-0724119 pg 3-9, I recall 71F0-21 there were a couple

of Inspectors. The list of names in that document however refers to many of the

officers who joined after my time on the SDS. I think Di Saunders was a

manager and there may have been a DI Wilson also. But as I mentioned there

wasn't a rigid chain of command, we all reported to Conrad Dixon, indeed rank

didn't really matter much on the SOS, Conrad was the man running the show.

The structure of the squad in the diagram within that document means nothing

to me.

50. There were some administrative staff also, I recall Bill Furner and Joan Hillier.

Their role was literally clerical, they did the filing, dealt with parcels and letters

and moved files from one office to the other. I was based in the Yard so saw

them both daily.

51. 1 only had one manager or supervisor and that was Conrad Dixon. I would keep

in touch with him by going into the Yard on a daily basis and we would have

face to face discussions there. We would discuss things like the Havering VSC,

what I'd been up to in the group, what was on their programme, their numbers.

would write up a report and it would all be copied to MI5. There was no real
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response from Conrad on my reporting, certainly no complaints or compliments

that I can recall, I don't recall any discussions on targeting specifically.

52. There were no arrangements for monitoring my welfare and 1 don't think I really

needed any. If I had needed help I would have gone to Conrad Dixon, but it

simply didn't arise especially given the very short duration of my deployment.

Senior management and oversight bodies.

53. To my knowledge no senior managers visited the SDS whilst I was there nor

did anyone from any regulatory bodies.

54.1 do recall, I think, Conrad Dixon telling us that the Home Secretary at the time

had passed on his commendation to the squad. I didn't personally receive any

commendation whilst on the SDS.

Deployment of contemporaries

! 19i 55.1 believe Conrad Dixon, Phil Saunders, WII-713721M, Roy Creamer,

i 20:

! 22, 23,24 25 !

! 26

Detective Constable Furner,

MEM

Dave Fisher, Joan Hillier,

HN331 HN334 Nand Mike Tyrell

were on the SDS when I was

56.1 can't quite recall whether Detective Inspector Wilson was on the SDS when 1

was there. I don't recall a Will` Knight. I don't think =F.1.111222=, Helen

27 Crampton, Barry Moss or

don't know.

served with me on the SDS, but 1
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I28 & 291 5/ I think HN326 whose middle name was , served on the SDS after

30 & 31

33

me.

58. 1 can't recall anyone else serving on the SDS with me.

59.1 don't know what cover names Conrad Dixon, Phil Saunders or

used on the SDS. I don't recall what role 32 played if any.

I don't think Helen Crampton was on the SDS with me and I don't know what

cover name she used if she was. I don't knovv what cover name David Fisher

used I believe Joan Hillier was involved in clerical work on the squad, 1 don't

think she did anything else. 1 don't think.- 33NH1—1 was with me on the SDS

and 1 don't know what his cover name was.

60,1 think there may have been two people with the surnames Wilson on the SDS.

There was a Riby Wilson, he may have been an Inspector, and a Ray Wilson,

I think he was a Sergeant. As I mention above however, 1 don't remember if I

served with them on the SDS.

61.To my knowledge 1 don't think any of my contemporaries committed a criminal

offence whilst deployed, or provoked or encouraged someone else to do so. I

don't think any of them had any sexual activity in their cover identities. I don't

think any were arrested. charged, tried or convicted in their undercover identity.

I don't think anyone was involved in public disorder, violence or other criminal

activity, 1 don't think any of my contemporaries would have reported legally

privileged information. I don't believe any reported on the actions of elected

politicians.

62.As I mentioned above, I think the squad was successful, hence why it was

commended by the Home Secretary and continued in its role after the October

1968 demonstration.
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Post deployment

63, After my deployment there was no period of rest and I wasn't de-briefed. I

wasn't offered any ongoing support or advice and 1 don't think I needed it, it

wouldn't have been needed for the squad as it was then.

64, After 1 left the SDS I think I probably went on to 'C squad' in Special Branch.

Thereafter I was on 13 squad' and Naturalisation, I also undertook !other worl

1 37! ,
--- Lon Special Branch" but I can't recall when any of these postings were. On C-

squad 1 would have returned to normal Special Branch duties, the same that I

had been doing since starting in the branch. All of that work was based at the

Yard. I don't think there was any reason why I was posted onto that squad, and

I didn't have any influence over the decision, nor do I think my role on the SDS

had an impact on that decision or on my subsequent police career. On returning

to the other parts of Special Branch after the SDS, I continued to gather

intelligence in the same manner that I did before joining the SDS which included

the use of false identities and false employment as and when it was needed.

65.1 have been referred to a document with a reference MPS-0731915, that report

has nothing to do with my work on the SDS. I probably would have attended

the march referred to therein and would have been rostered to attend it as part

of my Special Branch duties. I wouldn't have disguised myself, 1 doubt I would

have used a false name, I probably wouldn't have talked to anyone on such a

march I would've just walked with the crowd. There would have been no need

for a cover story.
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66, There were no long term effects on my welfare after having served on the SOS

and to my knowledge there was no support available from the Metropolitan

Police as a former undercover officer.

67.1 left the Police and Special Branch at the rank of uniformed Sergeant. I didn't

leave the Metropolitan Police on good terms, but the details are unrelated to

my work on the SDS. I resigned within 24 hours of being transferred to the

uniform branch by the Assistant Commissioner.

Undercover work in the private sector

68. 1 was never given any instructions or guidance about working undercover in the

private sector or using any aspect of my assumed identity before leaving the

Metropolitan Police and I didn't do any undercover work for any organisation in

the private sector after leaving the police.

Any other matters

69. There is nothing further that I would like to add.

Request for documents

70.! don't have any other documents or information which may be relevant to the

i nquiry nor has my memory been refreshed by any other documents other than

those provided to me by the Inquiry for the purposes of this statement.

Diversity

71. 1 am male and I would consider myself as White European.
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I believe the content of this statement to be true.

39

Signed:  
HN330

Dated: .. ... , 06.11.2018
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